
The Arizona team has been convening 2
sub-workgroups. These workgroups meet
outside of the monthly state team call.
Both workgroups are designing resources
around their topic areas which will
hopefully be ready to share far and wide
in Year 6.  

Momentum...stay tuned

Arizona State Team
2020-2022 

 

Telegenetics Brochure in Spanish

The Arizona team created,
designed and printed 1100
Telegenetics Brochures for
distribution with partners:
Raising Special Kids and
Phoenix Children's Hospital.

In year 5, the Arizona team hit the ground running with their project to 
 translate their "Telegenetics Brochure" into Spanish. Then they also
formed 2 project subgroups.

The Arizona  team updated
their website in 2022 to
feature their Telegenetics
Brochure that they created
in 2021.

State Team Webpage

Through a partnership with Phoenix Children's
Hospital translation department and utilizing
MSRGN's Spanish medical translation contract,
the Arizona team was able to finish their
Telegenetics brochure in Spanish and add it to
their new/updates state team webpage. 

Year 5: 2021-2022

Fran Altmaier (2020-present)
Kathy Levandowsky (2020-present)

 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021
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The Colorado team is converting the
resources they have gathered for
their  Birthday Cake Transition
Guide to the MSRGN website. 

Momentum...stay tuned

The boxes of resources were mailed all across CO...

2000 Where is Bear? books
purchased: 
1000 English and 1000 Spanish

Where is Bear? is a book from the
CDC's Learn the Signs Act Early
program, about developmental
milestones for 2 year olds.

2,500 Red Flags 4 Genetics (E&S) handouts
were purchased for distribution with the
Where is Bear? Books.

The Colorado team updated
their website in 2022 to feature
the Where is Bear? Book.

State Team Webpage

The Colorado team paid a genetic counseling student
intern to work on compiling a list of addresses and
contacting 50 pediatric offices in CO and placing 21
large flat rate FedEx boxes of books and red flags in
the mail to those 21 pediatric offices. 

Genetic Counseling Student Intern... 2022

Year 5: 2021-2022

The  GC student intern and the team used the map
of the Community Center Board Regions to make

sure the entire state was covered in their
distribution plan. 

Jamie Stefanski (2020-2021)
Erica Wright (2020-present)

Brittany Parke (2021-present)

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021
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The Montana team used a few state team
dollars they had extra in their budget to
purchase 96 MSRGN plastic tubmlers to be
distributed at the MT AAP meeting in the fall.

Momentum...stay tuned

Montana State Team
2020-2022 

 

Montech Year 5 Lending of Telehealth Equipment

The Montana team purchased 2
computers and one tablet for
Montech to lend out as part of
their MT -wide lending library,
for families to utilize for
telehealth and telegenetics
visits.

Genetics Pop-Ups in Montana in
collaboration with Early Intervention
Providers across the state in each region. 
 The three 2022 MT Genetics Pop-Ups had
31 attendees.

The Montana state  team updated
their website in 2022 to feature
their partnership with Montech 
 and equipment purchase in  2021.

State Team Webpage

With items purchased with Montana state team
funds in year 4, MONTECH lent out the ipad and
laptop computers to 10 families in 10 zip codes
across Montana in year 5. 

Year 5: 2021-2022

Jenn Banna (2020-2021)
Catherine Halfiger (2021-present)

Jaclyn Haven (2021-present)
 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021
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The Nevada team also purchased with some of their
extra funds some booth supplies so they can attend
in-person community events in the coming year. 

Momentum...stay tuned

Nevada State Team
2020-2022 

 

The Nevada team paid an intern to 
expand on the AAP list and add aditional
pediatric and PCP clinics to the list.

MOU with Intern... 2021

The Nevada team had a virtual
booth at the NV AAP Meeting
in October of 2020. As part of
their attendance at this
meeting they received a
participant list  which would
form the basis of their
outreach in Year 5.

1,000 Red Flags 4 Genetics  handouts
were purchased by the Nevada team for
distribution with the magnets.

The Nevada  team updated their
website in 2022 to feature their
Genetic Navigator: Hannah.

State Team Webpage

The Nevada team paid the same intern they had in
2021 to return in  2022 to expand the list of
providers in NV to include more from the Reno area
and around the state.

Year 5: 2021-2022

Hannah Barnhart (2020-2021)
Yasmine (2020-2021)

Nik Rashid (2021-2022)
Vickie Ives(2021-present)

 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021

All about the
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Nevada Genetic Resource Magnet
The Nevada team paid an intern to 
expand on the AAP list and add aditional
pediatric and PCP clinics to the list.

1,000
MOU with Intern... 2021

80
The Nevada  team with an MOU
with their Genetic  Navigator,
Hannah, created a cover letter
with a QR code survey, compiled
genetic & partner resources and
mailed these to 80 PCP in Nevada
via flat rate envelopes. 

Nevada Mailing

envelopes
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The New Mexico team in conjunction with
Hero's Path,  will be holding a rescheduled
respite event for families in Taos in year 6. Due
to family emergencies, the original date had to
be cancelled for the event and rescheduled.

Momentum...stay tuned

2020-2022 
 

New Mexico State Team

Diverse Representations and Partnerships

The New Mexico team in
partnership with Hero's Path
Palliative Care, planned 2
respite events for families in
Farmington and Taos to be
held in Year 6 utilizing the year
4 state team funds of $1200.  

The New Mexico team decided to print and
distribute the MSRGN Ehlers Danlos
algorithm (EDS) and checklist to PCP clinics
in New Mexico. Their state team Year 5 funds
went to the printing of the materials.

The New Mexico  team updated
their website in 2022 to feature
the EDS Algorithm that they are
distributing state wide to PCP
clinics as their team project.

State Team Webpage

The New Mexico team is proud to highlight their state team members
from various backgrounds, both personally and professionally. They are
thankful for the partnerships which have allowed them to have a state
team project focused on families in underserved communities such as
Taos and on the Navajo Reservation and look forward to continuing and
growing these partnerships in the future years.

Year 5: 2021-2022

Dale Alverson  (2020-2021)
Sandy Whisler (2021-present)

Kirsten Bennett (2021-present)
 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021
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The Texas Team has a postcard
design in process for a mailing to
primary care professionals in Year 6.

2020-2022 
 

Momentum...stay tuned

Texas State Team

Facebook Advertising

The Texas team purchased
$200 in postcard stamp
postage to mail the postcards
they planned to design in  year
5. 

In year 5, a subgroup formed out of the Texas state team of
individuals who were interested in exploring the manner in
which a genetic diagnosis is delivered to a family. The group
has become known as the HOPE group for families and this
group went on to advocate for a speaker on this topic (Laila
Andoni) at the 2021 Genetics Summit. Their work now
continues with Laila and a few new members from Utah who
have joined the conversation.

The Texas  team updated their
website in 2022 and hope to
feature their postcard design 
 (once it is finished in Year 6).

State Team Webpage

The Texas team had plans for a large Facebook
advertising campaign in Year 5, which they are
still working on and will  perhaps pick back up in
year 6.

Year 5: 2021-2022

Melissa Fox (2020-present)
KC Singletary (2020-2021)

Daphne Fulton (2021-present)
 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021

All about the

www.MountainStatesGenetics.org/Texas

The Texas team paid a public health student
intern to work on compiling an Excel
spreadsheet of addresses for primary care
offices in Texas.

MOU with Intern... 2021
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Momentum...stay tuned

2020-2022 
 

The Utah team is looking forward to Year 6
to expand it's membership and explore new
ideas on reaching underserved families in
Utah. 

Utah State Team

Table Tents (E&S) and Magnets for Pediatric Clinics

The Utah team led the way in
the MSRGN region in
customizing the Where is
Bear? book with a QR code
and printing 2000 English and
2000 Spanish books.

The Utah team devised and implemented a creative,
sustainable delivery model for the Where is Bear? books
they had printed in Year 4.  They are utilizing the NBS
department and the shipping in place for second screen
NBS cards to distribute all items created by the team,

The Utah team updated
their website in 2022 to
feature the Where is Bear?
book.

State Team Webpage

The Utah team
created magnets and
table tents in English
and Spanish for
distribution through
the UT NBS
department to
pediatric clinics
across the state. 

Year 5: 2021-2022

Chuck Norlin (2020-2021)
Heidi Wallis (2020-present)

Laura Duque Lasio  (2021-2022)
 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021

All about the
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The Wyoming team is poised to expand their
reach across the state as well as their team size
as new staff are hired and new programs roll out
to reach early intervention providers. 

Momentum...stay tuned

2020-2022 
 

Distribution of Where is Bear? books

Wyoming State Team

The Wyoming team
purchased and mailed 500
DNA Squishes to
Pediatricians across the
state of Wyoming. 
The squishes contained
contact information for the
Wyoming genetics program
as well as the MSRGN
website for resources.

1500 (English) & 1000 (Spanish) 
 Where is Bear? books were
purchased for distribution
throughout the state.

The Wyoming state team
updated their webpage on the
MSRGN website in 2022 to
feature the Where is Bear? book. 

State Team Webpage

Year 5: 2021-2022

Carleigh Soule (2020-present)
Eighmey Zeeck (2020-2021)
Jamin Johnson  (2021-2022)

 

2020-2024 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021

All about the
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Carleigh, the Wyoming state team co-lead,
compiled a list of nurses, nurse practitioners
and pediatric clinics in Wyoming and mailed
the books to them.
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